
Dear Parent/Guardian:

Thank you for your interest in MI Kids!

These activities are a great way to encourage your child’s 
curiosity and interest in science.

In the upcoming MI Kids event, your child will learn all about 
the magic of magnetism by doing two hands-on activities.

First, your child will create a painting using magnetic metal 
objects. This abstract artistic exploration helps your child 
learn not only fundamental concepts of earth science, but 
also helps develop fine motor skills and an understanding of 
color mixing.

The second activity is to make a magnetic discovery bottle. 
This soothing sensory activity also helps develop hand-eye 
coordination. Kids love magnetic discovery bottles because 
they can make the objects “dance” with a strong magnet, or 
they can just chill out and gaze at the objects as they float. 
Even better, this magnetic discovery bottle won’t rust 
because it’s made with baby oil inside instead of water.

If you’d like to delve a little deeper into magnetism, here 
are some great books to enjoy with your child:
https://www.whatihavelearnedteaching.com/10-books-abo
ut-magnets-for-elementary-students/

Looking forward to seeing you soon!

- The MI Kids Team



Do you remember the first time you played with magnets? It might have seemed like magic. 
Magnets can pull certain things toward themselves without touching them. What kinds of things 
can magnets pull? Can they pull things made out of plastic, or glass, or cloth? Magnets can’t do 
that. They can pull only things that contain a metal called iron.

When two magnets are close, they create pushing or pulling forces on one another. These forces 
are strongest at the ends of the magnets. The two ends of a magnet are known as the north pole 
and the south pole, just like on Earth. 

Did you know that Earth is a giant magnet? At the center of the Earth, there is a giant ball of solid 
metal surrounded by a thick layer of liquid metal. The core is made up of mostly iron. The outer 
portion of the core is liquid iron that spins and makes the earth into a giant magnet. 

Magnetism is an invisible force, like the wind. But even though we can’t actually see the force, we 
can see what the force does to things around it.

Teacher  Guide

Magnetism

Activity 1: Magnet painting

● Pre-fill paint pot strips/egg 
cartons/palettes for each student

● Pre-cut paper/card stock to fit in tray
● In this activity, you will make 

paintings using the invisible force of 
magnetism.

● Dip a metal piece into the paint so 
that it is covered.

● Spoon the paint-covered piece onto 
the tray.

● Hold your magnet wand under the 
tray.

● Use the magnet wand to guide the 
piece around the paper.

● Repeat the process with different 
colors and types of metal pieces until 
you are happy with your creation.

● Try another one, using different 
colors and pieces.

Materials for Each Student
- paint pot strip/egg carton pre-filled 
with tempera paint
-heavy paper/card stock cut to fit tray
-plastic tray such as 9x13 food 
container
-cups containing various metal items 
such as nuts and bolts, paper clips, 
washers, screws, springs
-spoons to transfer the paint-covered 
pieces into the tray
-magnet wands

The MI Connection: Some magnets occur 
naturally, such as the magnetic mineral 
magnetite. At MI, our lab can use special tools to 
look at soil samples to see how much magnetite 
they contain. We do this because the amount of 
magnetite in a sample can be an important clue 
to how certain dangerous chemicals that might 
be in the soil can be broken down into a 
harmless form.

https://www.ducksters.com/science/chemistry/iron.php
https://www.coolkidfacts.com/facts-about-force-push-and-pull/


In the magnetic painting activity, we learned about how magnets can pull metals containing iron toward 
them. This pulling force is called attraction. We also learned that magnets have a north and south pole. 
What happens when you put two magnets together? That depends on how you put them together -- the 
north pole of one magnet will attract the south pole of the other, but the north pole of the first magnet 
will push away or repel the north pole of the other magnet. 

Magnets are not just fun to play with, they can be valuable tools. Magnets come in many shapes and sizes, 
and are used for many purposes. They help generate electricity, are used in motors, and can be found in 
everyday items such as refrigerators, microwave, and televisions. Magnets are even used in special 
scanning machines that doctors can use to look inside people’s bodies.
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Activity 2: Magnetic Discovery Bottle

● Empty water out of the bottles 

● In this activity, you will make a 
magnetic discovery bottle where 
you can observe the effects of 
magnetism.

● Add metal items to your bottles 
one by one.

● (Add glitter to the bottles)

● (Fill bottles ⅔-¾ full with mineral 
oil/baby oil)

● (Seal bottles with tape)

● Use the magnet wand to play!

Materials for Each Student

- empty plastic water bottle
- mineral oil/baby oil to fill bottle
- cups containing various metal 
items such as nuts and bolts, paper 
clips, washers, screws, springs
- magnetic bingo chips
- funnel
- spoon
- glitter
- magnet wands
- bar magnets with poles marked (to 
demonstrate attraction/repulsion)
- heavy tape to seal bottles

Unlike poles attract Like poles repel


